ROBO
DON’T
IT’S HERE. IT’S NOW.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
WILL CHANGE THE WAY
YOU PUBLISH CONTENT —
IF YOU LET IT IN.
BY CARLA KALOGERIDIS
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ou might not think you’re ready — or even
need it — but artificial intelligence is going to
impact your association’s communications
and publishing activities sooner than you realize. No,
we’re not talking about human-clone robots sitting at
the desk where your flesh-and-blood colleague used
to work. Think behind-the-scenes technology that
helps you work smarter and much more efficiently.
“In the not-too-distant future, artificial
intelligence and smart technology will fundamentally change the way organizations
process and publish content,”
says David Brake, COO of
PageMajik, an end-to-end
integrated editorial and production publishing platform that
uses smart technology and artificial
intelligence to execute routine, tedious tasks that impede
publishing workflows. Brake is an experienced publishing
professional having held editorial and management positions at Pearson, McGraw-Hill, and Time Warner, and he
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Applications in Publishing

Brake says that over the last couple of years, he
and his colleagues have asked hundreds of people
in the publishing industry to tell them about the
most tedious, repetitive tasks in their workflows.
“Some of the most tedious tasks an association
team does are some of the most important ones,”
he points out. “We’ve also asked these publishing
professionals how they generate and distribute
project-specific information — data collected from
a source at one point in a workflow that is needed
by other role players downstream in that workflow.
Some of the stories we’ve gathered paint a gloomy
picture of current-state practices.”
What would make your list of the most tedious,
repetitive tasks in publishing? What are the
challenges of generating and distributing projectspecific information? Brake’s list, assembled from
his conversations, includes:
+ Processing article proposals and peer reviews
+ Trafficking and tracking illustrations, photographs, media, and the associated metadata,
including rights and permissions
+ Sending publishing agreements and contracts to
authors, contributors, and organizations owning
the reproduction rights for specific content
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+ Author/volunteer management, including:
– Emailing guidelines and instructions
– Setting schedules and deadlines and following up with people when those deadlines are
close or missed
– Giving authors and writers access to related
content that could be used in their original
work
– Checking author submissions to ensure that
all the necessary parts and pieces are there,
accounted for, and properly formatted
– Responding to author queries
+ Finding the right versions of things that have
been submitted, revised, and submitted again
and again
+ Reading and interpreting expert, peer, and market reviews to ensure that the published product
will meet standards of quality or achieve some
degree of competitive advantage
+ Preparing management reports on the status
of things
“The list goes on, but the big picture is clear,”
says Brake. “Everything on the list is important,
and many of them can delay a publication date or
compromise the quality of a finished product. Every
item on the list can be tedious and repetitive, something most people in our industry have accepted
as normal and part of the cost of doing business.”
Most of these tasks are time sensitive, and many
of them involve data collection that requires some
action by others in your publishing ecosystem.
Brake says a combination of narrow AI and smart
technology that automates a human-driven process could play a big role in association magazines,
newsletters, books, videos, etc.
For example, Brake says consider the specific tasks
related to author management in book publishing.
Typically, a publisher emails various documents to
an author such as guidelines, contracts, schedules,
manuscript submission requirements, peer reviews,
etc. The author then acts upon that information.
“In a perfect world, the author follows instructions,
meets the deadlines, and submits high-quality
work in a format acceptable to the publisher,” says
Brake. “In the real world, however, most authors do
not operate this way. To be fair to authors, publishers require them to do a lot of necessary things
that are outside of their comfort zone. Writing
the content may be the easiest part. Handling
permissions, creating art logs, tracking versions,
following guidelines that can seem confusing to
a non-publisher, and submitting it all on
time … that’s something else.”
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has a keen interest in using technology to make the
publishing process more efficient.
“Some people in our industry have already
welcomed AI,” he says. “Others find it mysterious
and slightly unsettling. But that’s normal with most
newer technologies. It’s going to take some time for
the more cautious publishing professionals to experiment with it and see how it can impact their work.”

In a discussion about AI and
publishing, it’s helpful to establish
some common ground around definitions and terminology. “Experts
debate the theoretical categories
and classification of AI,” says David
Brake, COO of PageMajik. “Some
argue there are two categories,
while others propose as many as
six. From a functional what-doesit-mean-in-our-everyday-lives
perspective, I favor two categories.”
Brake says the sexiest of the
two is artificial general intelligence or AGI. “This is sometimes
called ‘strong AI,’ and thanks to
Hollywood, it has often been given
a dystopian depiction in movies
like The Terminator, The Matrix, and
RoboCop,” he says. “AGI is focused
on machines that mimic human
beings by employing reasoning,
learning, and situational awareness
to solve a problem. We’ll leave AGI
to Hollywood’s vision of the future.
Most experts agree we’re a long
way from having AGI integrated
into our daily lives.”
The other category of artificial
intelligence is narrow AI, and it
is everywhere, Brake says, weaving itself into our daily lives in

ways we appreciate but don’t often
technology is typically identified
think about. Narrow AI functions in a
with the Internet of Things (IoT),
limited fashion and is an approximate but he bends the definition a bit.
simulation of human intelligence,
“Generally, it involves an electronic
performing a single task better,
device that uses the Internet to
faster, and more efficiently than
gather and analyze data from
a human being.
a source — some ‘thing’ in your
“Unlike AGI, narrow AI, with its
home or business environment,”
focus on performing specific tasks,
he says. Examples of smart techis the best real-world expression of
nology include shipping container
artificial intelligence we have seen so
logistics tracking, inventory trackfar,” Brake says. “Narrow AI continers, wearable health monitors, and
ues to evolve as entrepreneurs and
connected home appliances.
innovators find new ways to make it
As British technologist Kevin
beneficial in our daily lives.”
Ashton, and creator of the term
In fact, you’ve likely already been
Internet of Things, puts it: “What
exposed to narrow AI. “If you’ve asked the Internet of Things is really about
Alexa or Siri for a weather report, to
is information technology that can
play your favorite music, or what year
gather its own information. Often,
the Gutenberg printing press was
what it does with that information is
invented, you’ve experienced narnot tell a human being something —
row AI. If you’ve considered a movie
it [just] does something.”
recommendation from Netflix or
“There is an overlap between
clicked on a product recommendation
narrow AI and smart technology,
while shopping on Amazon, you’ve
making it hard to tell where one
experienced narrow AI. Search engines, begins and the other ends or how
chatbots, facial recognition software, they work together,” Brake says.
autonomous vehicles, and industrial
“Rather than articulating the difrobots are all examples of narrow AI,” ference in a particular use-case
Brake explains.
scenario, think of them as related
Smart technology is part of the
and with a common goal to simequation as well. Brake says smart
plify things.”
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“”

AI cannot exercise
judgment or
create opinion
or commentary.
AI cannot replicate
the human
consciousness.
If AI is used in
content generation,
there has to be a
human checkpoint.
Paul Lekas, SIIA

The Ethics of AI

As the saying goes: Just because you
can, doesn’t mean you should.
“Some publishers recognize the
efficiencies and consistencies that AI
can bring, but they aren’t completely
sold on the ethics of it in certain types
of work,” says Paul Lekas, senior vice
president, global public policy, for SIIA,
an association focused on driving innovation across the world’s information
industries and the parent organization
of AM&P Network.
“The biases of the programmer
become the biases of the AI,” he says.
“I see a role for it on the back end, but
some publishers may be concerned
about the ethics of AI for content generation. AI can help publishers generate
content, but the ethical questions come
in when AI is doing something that
humans should be doing. You might use
AI to generate a first draft, but there’s
the potential for unintended bias if you
don’t bring in a human to finish it up.”
Lekas says publishers considering AI
technology must make sure they understand how the models work and what
they rely upon. “The AI-generated data
or content might not be a reflection of
the universe of experiences out there,”
he says. “The technology must be sufficiently nuanced to reflect diversity.”
For example, Lekas says there might
be underlying biases in the data or
algorithms the AI is using or certain
embedded assumptions that a human
could have questioned. “AI might
output data based on assumptions
that are biased,” Lekas says. “AI cannot
exercise judgment or create opinion or
commentary. AI cannot replicate the
human consciousness. If AI is used in
content generation, there has to be
a human checkpoint. Publishers must
think about the effects of AI if the messages turn out to be problematic.”
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Brake says publishers compensate by sending
more emails, some providing clarification, some
requesting additional information or tasks, and
some to remind authors of impending deadlines.
“At the same time, the publisher is providing critical
updates to others in the workflow required to act
on information from the author. That is one definition of tedious and repetitive,” he says.
“If you imagine the roles of all the players in a
publishing workflow as both a source of data and
someone who acts upon data, you’ve taken a step
toward recognizing narrow AI and smart technology as a solution,” he continues. “By automating
the exchange of data and using a technology
that acts upon that data on a role player’s behalf,
you’ve put both feet in the water.”
An AI editorial system could operate based on
workflows and role players, allowing the publisher to set up a workflow, assign and monitor
role-player tasks, and automatically process information from a data source into something that is
essential downstream.
“For an author, this means having a portal where
all relevant project information is available to act
upon,” explains Brake. “‘Smart’ emails remind
them of deadlines and are configured to respond
to author actions. Content can be submitted,
checked for completeness, and automatically
meta-tagged. A well-designed AI publishing system can handle approximately 70% of the work
typically performed by a human.”
For example, what if AI edited all the editorial
submissions you receive to your association’s
style guide? That could be a tremendous help
and timesaver.
Brake says if you ask your team which tasks they
find tedious and repetitive and what information
needs to be gathered and acted upon, you can see
how narrow AI and smart technology could make
a difference. His own work in the field with almost
5,000 authors and contributors has yielded quite
a bit of evidence of what happens to publication
cycles, P&Ls, product quality, and team morale
when people can leave the tedious, repetitive
stuff to technology…It all improves.
“Will there come a day when AGI — the sexier
of the two AI categories — can introduce a
roboauthor or roboeditor to the workforce?”
asks Brake. “Probably, but most people reading
this will have long retired before that kind of AI
becomes as commonplace as a weather report
from Siri.”
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Another potential ethical concern, he says, is
content was really written by. AI can check rights
around AI and privacy. “AI may be relying on dataand permissions as well as accessibility.” This
sets of personal information where the individuals
could have incredible value in STEM and peerhave not consented to its use,” he points out.
reviewed content and actually help increase the
Is it likely that one day, publishers might rely
ethics of an association’s publishing activities to
more on machines than humans? “The concern
make sure everything the association publishes is
would be that machines might replace voices and
properly attributed.
writers,” Lekas says, “and for associations, that
Another application is in interactive newsletwould be a real ethical issue because members
ters, Brake says, where the AI technology builds
join associations for their thought leadership and
in opportunities for people to react. “Interactive
the organization’s voice in the industry. Members
newsletters could be big for associations,” he says.
want content from an individual who has thought
“Instead of associations making decisions based
about it and done the research. Can you trust
on the more vocal members, AI could foster a
machine-generated research? Is the computer rely- deeper community engagement by more accuing on data that is correct, sifting through what is
rately measuring the sentiment of all members
acceptable and what is not?”
and gathering more inclusive, evidence-based use
Lekas says there is a big move in the informadata to inform the association’s decisions. AI can
tion industry toward more explainable AI, but
help make your publishing a more democratic
not everyone is following the same rules. “The
and transparent process.”
advances in AI have been extraordinary,” he says.
AI can also help with marketing. “What if you use
“For associations, the question is, where can AI be
AI to test a book concept before it is written and
helpful, and where should we exercise caution?
released to the marketplace?” Brake asks. “You
You have to pick the right provider. The creators of
could actually predict an idea’s market acceptance
AI tools have to be able to explain the tool, how it
before moving ahead with the project and potenworks, and how they address potential biases.”
tially save yourself a lot of wasted resources.”
Brake sees AI as useful for natural language proAt this point, Brake says AI is about 80–90%
cessing but agrees there are ethical questions to
accurate. “What part of your work can AI safely
consider. “You can have multiple content contribu- take over? That’s the question association pubtors with their individual styles all contributing
lishers should be asking. And when you ask it,
to one book, for example. If you wanted all the
realize that AI can help with ideation, editorial
content written in an Ernest Hemingway
development, editorial production, and
style, AI can create a stylistic overview
marketing. Association publishers
of Ernest Hemingway and rewrite all the
Interested in
should look at all the challenges they
continuing this
content contributed by various authors
have in creating content and ask how
discussion? Tune
in that one style. The book would read
AI can help. The AI that’s available right
in to Signature
better, but is that right? Is content renow can reduce the number of user
Live! on Aug. 11
written by AI OK?”
touches on manuscripts, and
at 2 p.m. to
On the other hand, he asks, “What
hear more from
that shortens production
this story’s
Carla Kalogeridis is
if AI could do a forensic review of all
time, cuts back on human
publisher and editorial
interviewees,
content submitted to your association?
hours, increases productivity, director of Signature
ask questions,
and has a nice to-do
AI could help you identify plagiarism. It
and frees up staff to spend
list waiting for her
and share your
roboeditor — if
could help you identify unattributed
more time on meaningful
thoughts on AI
he shows up in her
technical content and find out who the
in publishing.
things for their members.”
lifetime.

